
The optimal REGUPOL
flooring for your commercial 
spaces

      THE FLOORING SOLUTION FOR 

COMMERCIAL FACILITIES 
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Green from the floor up

Here is a collection of flooring products that satisfies the rudimentary concerns 
of function and form. 

Such attributes are not unexpected when you consider our German origins. At 
the same time, they deliver on sustainability, incorporating high quality 
post-consumer and pre-consumer materials. This helps open the door to green 
building design briefs which may be out of reach to lesser products. 
 
So if you're looking for flooring for your commercial space, you've come to the 
right place because whatever you need:

We've got it covered.
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Applications
Our products can be used for a range 
of very different applications.

Designs & Accessories
We offer a wide range of possibilities 
for customizing your floor and creating 
individual designs.
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Colours & Ranges
Our elastic fitness floors are available
in many different colours.
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REGUPOL Group
Who’s behind REGUPOL? Find out 
more about our company and all our 
overseas branches. 
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Service, Quality and Sustainability
Our quality, our services and our 
efforts to achieve sustainability. 
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THIS IS WHAT YOU CAN FIND

 IN THE BROCHURE
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 OUR FLOOR FOR 

COMMERCIAL AREAS

Inviting:

First impressions are vital for your commercial spaces. Our REGUPOL everroll 
floors can just as easily be installed in foyers and reception areas as in the office 
and walkways. They are comfortable underfoot, slip-resistant, highly robust, and 
long-lasting even in heavily frequented areas.

Rolls
Very hard-wearing, even in more frequented areas |  great 
variety of design possibilities to ensure a friendly 
welcome | slip-resistant and easy to clean | standard or 
pre-sealed | standard thicknesses: 4 or 8 mm
Our products: REGUPOL everroll classic, REGUPOL everroll 
vitality, REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Give your customers the right impression! Lines, 
lettering or a logo can be applied into your floor. As 
per your own design and layout.

Our advice:

Modular tiles
Available as pre-cut modular tiles.  Create your own 
creative space, by using different coloured squares, 
hexagons or planks.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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Complementing your vision
REGUPOL everroll offers distinctive product 
ranges, infused with fragments of colour which 
harmonise with other flooring systems and 
contemporary furnishings. 
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     OUR FLOOR FOR

EDUCATIONAL AREAS

Comfortable:

You want your students to feel comfortable and at ease in your learning areas. A 
calm, pleasant atmosphere puts people in a positive mood. Our REGUPOL everroll 
flooring is comfortable, pleasantly warm under foot, has a special feel to it and 
reduces impact and airborne noise in your rooms.

Rolls
Comfortable | create a pleasant atmosphere | 
warm under foot | standard or pre-sealed | standard 
thicknesses: 4 or 8 mm

Our products: REGUPOL everroll classic, REGUPOL everroll 
vitality, REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Modular tiles
Available as pre-cut modular tiles.  Create your own 
creative space, by using different coloured squares, 
hexagons or planks.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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Complementing your vision
REGUPOL everroll offers distinctive product 
ranges, infused with fragments of colour which 
harmonise with other flooring systems and 
contemporary furnishings. 
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 OUR FLOOR FOR

RETAIL AREAS

Robust and protective:

REGUPOL puts your customers on the best footing: Our retail floors are slip-
resistant and comfortable – a safe and secure base for your customers. 
 
Do you have acoustic challenges to deal with? When it comes to impact sound, 
we'll be happy to develop the right acoustic solution on a project-specific basis.

Rolls
Comfortable | create a pleasant atmosphere | 
warm under foot | standard or pre-sealed | standard 
thicknesses: 4 or 8 mm

Our products: REGUPOL everroll classic, REGUPOL everroll 
vitality, REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Modular tiles
Available as pre-cut modular tiles.  Create your own 
creative space, by using different coloured squares, 
hexagons or planks.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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 OUR FLOOR FOR 

CHILDCARE AREAS

Protection:

REGUPOL everroll impact is a two-layered flooring system for childcare centres 
with high requirements of comfort and protection. The elasticity of our floor 
system noticeably protects little bodies, while the acoustic properties of our 
REGUPOL everroll impact floor also result in significant user benefits. 

The wide range of colour variations makes this flooring a real hit. You are sure to 
find the perfect décor to suit your needs and taste.

Rolls
Very hard-wearing, even in more frequented areas |  great 
variety of design possibilities to ensure a friendly 
welcome | slip-resistant and easy to clean | standard or 
pre-sealed | standard thicknesses: 4 or 8 mm
Our products:  REGUPOL everroll classic, REGUPOL everroll 
vitality, REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Give your customers the right impression! Lines, 
lettering or a logo can be applied into your floor. As 
per your own design and layout.

Our advice:

Floor build-up
Pleasant and comfortable to walk on | fall protection |  
good acoustic properties | range of colours |  various 
thicknesses
Our products: REGUPOL everroll impact with REGUPOL 
everroll range as the top layer
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edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface 
(brackets show superceeded product name)

edition 4.0 = brilliant colours and nonreflecting surface 
(brackets show superceeded product name)

Deviations from 
the colours shown 
are possible due to 
production batches 
and brochure print.

REGUPOL everroll ultimate

Seattle [1010]
4mm (shape palau)

Lagos [1008]
4mm (shape goa)

Yuma [1030]
4mm (shape kush)

Galway [1009]
4mm (shape manaus)

Osaka [1187]
4mm (shape oslo)

Lima [1113]
4mm (shape mons)

Boston [1112]
4mm (shape nome)

Manila [1105]
4 | 8mm (shape berlin)

Kush [2001]
4mm (active kush)

Goa [2000]
4mm (active goa)

Pompeji [1194]
4mm (active mons)

Mons [3138]
4 | 8mm (intensity mons)

Oslo [1208]
4mm (active olso)

Kýpros [3002]
4mm (intensity kypros)

Berlin [2005]
4mm (active berlin)

Paris [1085]
4 | 8mm (intensity berlin)

Island [3000]
4 | 8mm (intensity island)

Nome [2004]
4mm (active nome)

Helsinki [3001]
4mm (intensity nome)

Jakarta [3003]
4mm (intensity jakarta)

 AVAILABLE 

COLOURS
 RANGES & STYLES

Melbourne [1074]
4mm (shape melbourne)

Amsterdam [1036]
4mm (shape amsterdam)

Available standard or pre-sealed

Available standard in edition 4.0 or pre-sealed

Nome [3115]
4mm (vitality nome)

Berlin [3116]
4mm (vitality berlin)

Kush [3112]
4mm (vitality kush)

REGUPOL everroll vitality

Nome [3121]
4 | 8mm (tone nome)

Sydney [3240]
4 | 8mm (tone sydney}

Auckland [3241]
4 | 8mm (tone auckland)

Lhasa [3180]
4 | 8mm (tone lhasa)

Kush [3118]
4 | 8mm (tone kush)

Bern [3122]
4 | 8mm (tone berlin)

Palau [3031]
4 | 8mm (core palau)

REGUPOL everroll classic

Manaus [3032]
4 | 8mm (core manaus)

Melbourne [3029]
4 | 8mm (core melbourne)

Perth [3239]
4 | 8mm (tone perth)

Berlin [3030]
4 | 8 | 12mm (core berlin)

Mons [3256]
4 | 8 | 12mm (core mons)

Marrakech [3276]
8mm (core marrakech)

Amsterdam [3145]
4 | 8mm (core amsterdam)

Goa [3033]
4 | 8mm (core goa)

Available standard in edition 4.0 or pre-sealed

Deviations from 
the colours shown 
are possible due to 
production batches 
and brochure print.

Nome [3226]
3mm (granite marine nome)

Berlin [1172]
3mm (granite marine berlin)

REGUPOL everroll savanna

Mons [1177]
3mm (granite marine mons)

Available standard in external marine grade

Mons [1081] 
4mm (diamont mons)

Berlin [1075] 
4mm (diamont berlin)

REGUPOL everroll diamond Available standard or pre-sealed
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 DESIGNS & ACCESSORIES
            FOR REGUPOL EVERROLL FLOORS

Primers, adhesives, moisture barriers
We’ll be happy to advise you, if you have any questions on 
adhesives, primers or moisture barriers.

Standard without sealant
Generally, our fitness floors are laid without a sealant. This 
has a positive effect on the slip-resistance, the overall feel 
and matt appearance.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Optional Pre-sealing
Our REGUPOL sealer makes the floor easier to clean, 
especially in those areas which are heavily frequented and 
trafficked. 
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Individual design
You also have the option of including logos, lines or 
lettering into your floor. This can be done as inlays within 
the floor or using full colour UV inkjet technolgy.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Puzzle tiles
The REGUPOL everroll ranges are also available in puzzle 
tile format. The interlocking type floor can be  removed and 
re-laid quickly and easily.
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range

Modular tiles
The REGUPOL everroll ranges are available as modular 
tiles.  With square, hexagon or planks available.  
Our products: REGUPOL everroll range
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Ask the experts about the best solution for  
your project.  
REGUPOL Australia 02 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au

   HOW ARE SOLUTIONS 
  EASY AND INSPIRING? 

     TOGETHER.
We’ve got it covered.
REGUPOL is more than sports and multi-purpose surfaces.
More than our acoustic underlayments. And more than our
state-of-the-art track and field surfaces. For over 65 years,
providing solutions and delivering exceptional customer
service has been our business. We understand that paying
attention to the details is critical from the start of any project. 
Making changes later means inconvenience and additional
expenses. We sweat those details so you don’t have to.
 
Because we invented the technology to recycle end of life 
tyres into unique products, you benefit from decades of 
experience and expertise that only we can offer. That means 
the right information, advice, and answers when you need 
them, along with products that have been refined, tested, and 
retested over the years by our R&D team to deliver precision 
performance that will not disappoint. It is all accomplished 
with manufacturing that meets the highest quality standards 
with the strictest environmental requirements. 

Delivering results, developing leaders worldwide
We have grown steadily since 1954 – new products 
developed, new subsidiaries established and new  
locations added.  

Today, REGUPOL is still a family enterprise, with third 
and fourth generations currently working in company 
management. We have eleven offices in seven countries, 
all serving as epicentres for innovation, ingenuity, and 
community.

Behind every REGUPOL product, there is a talented team
that works together, across the globe, to create performance
solutions from reclaimed materials that deliver durability
and protection where you need it most without sacrificing
sustainability. Whether used to protect surfaces and optimize
load transport or to dampen sound and vibration, REGUPOL 
gets it done. We deliver with a level of product, customer 
service, and investment that only the inventor can offer.

No matter the customer—we aim to make their experience 
easyand inspiring, at an only-at-REGUPOL value.
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Take-back

Procurement Production

Durability

Caring about the environment is part of the REGUPOL core
mission. When it comes to how we conduct our business 
and develop our products, we think long term. We ask 
ourselves: How will our actions today impact tomorrow’s 
world? We strive to protect and sustain our environment 
every step of the way, from development and production to 
customer use and disposal.

On the road, tyres eventually wear down or sustain 
irreparable damage. But, in the environment, tyres can 
last forever. They are nonbiodegradable, unable to be 
compacted like plastic or metal, and maintain their shape. 
Because of their sheer size and impenetrable rubber 
compound, tyres are among the most problematic sources 
of waste we face today.

In the 1950s, polyurethane foam was new and very 
expensive. Instead of using all of the material produced, 
a considerable quantity was disposed. Our company was 
founded in 1954 to reprocess this wasted material into 
composite foam.  Recycling is in our DNA.

How sustainable are REGUPOL products?
The circular economy works when recycled products 
compete directly with new products – we have been 
proving this for 65 years. REGUPOL products are typically 
made from 75% to 95% recycled materials,, as are our 
sports mats. However REGUFOAM products are made from 
genuine raw materials.

What standards and legal requirements  
does REGUPOL meet?
Our company has been fully DIN EN 14001 certified since 
1997 and will remain so. In addition, our products and mats 
comply with paragraph § 45 II No. 2 of the German draft 
bill on recycling management. We hope that the clearly 
formulated regulation will help make government action 
more sustainable.

What is sustainable about our human resources policy?
All our staff in Germany are paid according to a chemical 
industry-wide collective agreement. We are a recognised 
provider of insulation solutions and attach particular 
importance on training, which is why a large number of 
trainees undergo their training in-house.

New Life: From the disposing to a recycling economy
REGUPOL is a founding member of the "Initiative NEW LIFE" 
and commits to an optimal recycling economy, together 
with the other member corporations. Jointly, the members 
want to point out the advantages of recycling products from 
ELT (End-of-Life-Tires) and motivate to act sustainably.   
More about the initiative: www.initiative-new-life.de

What is next?
We still have a lot to do. We look forward to the continued 
development to our take-back policies for our products 
and reprocessing them. This will significantly extend the 
useful life of our products and consume far fewer natural 
resources. Accompany us.

     HOW DO YOU BECOME  
 MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY? 

     TOGETHER.

In 2016, we partnered with the NRW Efficiency 
Agency to create a CO2 location balance sheet, 
showing our total greenhouse gas emissions as  
CO2 equivalents. We are on the right track. 

REGUPOL’s CO2 balance sheet
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When you partner with REGUPOL, you become part of a community with a 
shared goal of leading with excellence and innovation. Our path to success has 
always been rooted in product innovation and great service, with an eye on the 
future. We transform over 90,000 tons of high-quality recycled materials every 
year to create products that meet and exceed industry standards.

Over the course of our 65-year journey to become a leader in our category of 
building materials, we have built up a wealth of expertise and forged long-term 
customer partnerships in 132 countries worldwide—like sprint legend Usain 
Bolt, who made history on our blue REGUPOL running track in Berlin’s Olympic 
Stadium in 2009 when he set two world records.

"There’s nothing like running on REGUPOL. To me, REGUPOL equals gold.  
In more ways than one."  - Usain Bolt

We’ve got it covered.

HOW DO YOU GET TO THE TOP? 

  TOGETHER.

700

11
132

90.000

employees

locations worldwide

tons of high-quality  
recycled materials per year

countries with satisfied customers
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REGUPOL Australia Pty. Ltd. 
155 Smeaton Grange Road
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
phone +61 2 4624 0050
rubbersales@regupol.com.au 

REGUPOL BSW GmbH
REGUPOL America LLC
REGUPOL Acoustics Middle East FZE
REGUPOL Schweiz AG
REGUPOL Zebra Athletics LLC
BSW Shanghai CO. LTD.


